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WHY ARE THESE l.lw students smiling? These six

future lawyers were elected the new officers of the

FSU Student Bar Association. From the left are Fred
Gelston, Ed Rude, Nancy Richardson, Mel Martinez,

Washington Quinones, and Barrett Johnson. For more
details see story by Steve White. (Photo by Doug
Chanco)
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~road Spectrum of Activity'

SBA President-·Student Input Needed
equates S.B.A. with the College
By STEPHEN R. WHITE
The newly elected Student Bar of Law's student body. "S.BcA.
Association president, Nancy should mean everybody.•
•s.B.A. is not the Executive
Richardson, emphasizes that
the more community-oriented BoRrd; it is the students."
Commenting on the role of
S. B.A. "needs input from
S.B.A.
social activities, Richstudents."
"Grumb ling to themselves ardson stresses •balance."
We should "maintain the
won't do any good,• she said.
social, but keep it in proper
"They must tell us.•
In fa ct, she normatively persepctive," she says.

Her "balance" inc 1ud es a
"broad spectrum of activity,"
such as, community involvement. However, she contends,
··S.B.A. can only be as effective
as students become involved."
She credits the administration of her predecessor, Bill
Gary, with providing a transition for "more responsibility
to the communitv. •

Although she admits that "in
the past S.B.A. was seen more
as a social organization,• it is
now working toward invulvement
in "community legal aid work,"
among other non-social activi. ties.
S.B.A. "presently working
toward a coherent program of
goals" might be indicative of
her "balanced" plan.

MOOT COURT VICTORY
By GARY CHERRY

Problems are designed to give
fairly close arguments on a
subject of current legal interest.
The regional problem this
year dealt with a habeas corpus
attack on a "Lt. Calley- My Lai"
type court-martial, presenting
issues of extent of habeas
corpus jurisdiction to military
courts and the extent to which
c iv i 1i an constitutional safeguards apply.

The Florida State University
Moot Court Team gained first
round success in the fall's
regional competition in Atlanta,
defeating the University of
Florida team. But in the semifinals, the University of Miami
team upset the FSU bid to compete in the national compntition,
and w en t o n t o w in both the
regional a:id the national championship.
The FSU Moot court Team,
The purpose of the Moot court
coached by Pro.~ssors VanderCompetition is training in
creek and Grenwald, particiappellate advocacy, both brief . pates in two major competitions
writing and o r al argument.
each year.

The regional competition in
Atlanta is sponsored each
November by the State Junior .
Bar of Georgia, in conjunction
with national competition which
is sponsored by the Bar Association of the City of New York
each December.
Regional contestants are the
University of Georgia, Emory,
Mercer, University of South
Carolina, University of Miami,
Stetson, University of Florida
and Florida State University.
A Moot court Team consists
·Jf three persons, only two of
which may argue. Representing

Seminar Opened Activity
By TIMAR\. TOMKO
A seminar on Florida's new
No-Fault Insurance Program
kicked off FSU's annual Homecoming Weekend, Nov. 19-21.
Weekend chairman Ed Rude
geared the program "with a
proper balance of learning and
recreation.•
First, a panel of lawyers from
the Florida Bar Association
together wi.th the Student Bar
Association held a detailed discussion and presentation of the
No Fault Insurance Program to
be instituted soon.
After wards, the Law Alumni
Association held its annual
meeting to discuss the problems
and accomplishments of the

state law schools.
Dean Morse, Dean of Florida
state Law School, said he was
pleased with the new building for
the law school.
"We are getting a lot ofattention and there is a bill in the
legislature now to discuss the
separate funding for two state
law schools which have received
only on e-t hi rd of the money
they've produced," Morse said.
"Of co_u rse, there is always
the problem of over night success."
Dean Mo rs e feels the law
schools are being discriminated
against.
"Dean Julin and I have been
working together very closeiy
and we hope that some struc-

ture will be built into the system
so that we will get what we
need,• said Morse.
"The administration at FSU
has been very helpful in helping
the law school grow."
The FSU Law School has
already seen much progress.
"We have $130,000 already
appropriated this year and we

Con't on Page 2

FSU in Atlanta were Ken
Connor, Jim Carrigan and Bill
Jennings. Although the choice of
position for the brief is optional,
teams are chosen by the lot for
argument, so they must be able
to argue either side. The judging
panel consists of trial lawyers
and judges invited to participate.
The State Moot Court Corn. petition, sponsored in the Spring
by the Florida Junior Bar, is
similar in purpose to regional
and national competition. The
problem this spring is based on
the new state corporate income

tax.
Two teams will be entered by
each school, one for appellant
and one for appeller. After the
first round, teams are chosen
by lot, so each team must be
prepared to argue either side
of the issue. FSU sends one
freshman and one upperclass
team.
In competition last year, Mel
Martinez of FSU submitted the
best freshman brief. The high
point · of this competition is the
chance to argue before the
Florida Supreme Court.
This year the competition will
be held at Disney World, rather
than Miami.

"In the past, S.B.A. functioned
primarily as a daily, ad hoc,
problem-oriented organization," rather than one with
established goals, she says.
Getting down to specific problems and plans, she comments
that ·•the parking lot is still a
question mark.•
Law Day, according to Richardson, "a good tool to educate
the community on law and legal
principles,• is set for May 1.
She says for students to
contact Jack ca.nnoniftheyhave
any ideas or want to work on the
project.
"Dedication of the law school
building will take place around
Law Day," she remarked.
Proposing another goal, she
"wants more interaction among
students, faculty, and administration." This is "possible now
that students are represented
on every major faculty committee."
Reiterating that •we need
people to step forward and get
involved,• she gave examples of
projects initiated by members
of the student body. She also
said that beer parties, although
"not at the s a rn e scope as
before,• will continue because
"enough people have expressed
interest in continuing" them.
According to Richards on,
students have stepped forward
for, and are working on, the
following projects: securing a
bicycle rack; securing lighting
fixtures for bulletin boards;
and, formulating recruitment
and placement services.
She contends that there are
three points at.which S.B.A. is
accessible to students.
First, the Executive Board
meets every Thursday, 11 a.m.,
the location to be announced on
bulletin boards.
"All students are invited.•
She deems it as "an excellent
opportunity to let S.B.A. know
what you want."
Second, $.B.A. "Will attempt
to hold rnor~ general meetings,•
says Richaidson.
. Third, S.B.A. office hours
are posted.

"
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. will be making good progress
in the library,• said Morse.
"We are even eyeing a new
professor.•
The Alumni Association also
discussed the purpose of its
organization.
"Though we need furniture
· and fixtures in the Moot Court
Room which will cost around
$10,000 to $12,000, we need
most of all faith and support,•
said Morse.
The naming of the law school
was discussed and though many
names were submitted and considered, no decision has been
made.
The next meeting of the
Alumni Association will meet
next fallduringtheFSU-Florida
football game weekend.
Officers for this year are Ed
Green, el e c t e d President and
who plans to work closely with
Dean Morse; Margurite Davis,
Secretary; Bert Jolly, Treasurer; and Fred Baggett, Fund
Committee Chairman.
After all the meetings, the
law students and alumni and
guests met at Silver Lake for
a picnic and socializing.
Between the hlrbectie and the
beer, various awards were presented.
Law Wives presented a new
punch bowl set to Dean Morse

and the Law School.
The Quantum Meruit Award
was given to eight members of
the law school who had a commendable record of scholastic
achievement and extracurricular activities.
The recipients of the Quantum
Meruit Award were Bill Gary,
former student Bar President;
David Hulse; Roy Jones; Ed
McGinty; Bill Roland; Charles
Tunnicliff; Jack Williams; and
Palmer Williams.
Matt Russell received the
Anchor Man Award of $100 for
1971. This award is given to the
law student with the minimum
overall average. There, to present the award, was Mike Shea,
former recipient of the award.
Shea spoke of his accomplishments of being one of the top
three in his graduating class to
argue a case before the Florida
Supreme Court and the first in
his class to present a case
before the United States
Supreme Court sometime this
month.
The "Professor of the Year"
Award was presented to Professor Thomas Edmonds.
Presenting the aw a rd was
Homecoming Chairman Ed Rude
to the professor considered
most conscientious and
concerned. The profess 0 r is
chosen by the graduating senior
class.
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Ask your Tallahassee dealer for
Ro-Mo Processing.

Nearest to law school--we have all your needs.
Required and supplemental text--largest stock of
used books. Complete line of Hornbooks, legal
Gems, Gilbert's Legalines, Cans, Cambridge Outlines. Complete ordering service on law cassette
tapes. Variety of paper goods to aid your note
taking.

WHEN YOU THINK OF BOOKS, THINK OF BILL"S
/_

107 SOUTH COPELAND ST.
TALLAHASSEE-FLA. 32304

107 S. Copeland St/Across from Westcott
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THE FLORIDA LEGAL FIELD IS PROUD OF THE NEW FLORIDA s r A rE UNIVERSITY
LAW CENTER. DEDICATION OF THE BUILDING IS SCHEDULED FOR THE
SPRING. (Photo by Doug Chanco.)

THE BANK
THAT HELPS
PEOPLE PLAN.
The Lewis State Bank
215 South Monroe Street

P. 0. Box 750
Tallahassee, Florida 32302

Member F.D.I.C.
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EDITORIAL

W eleome Baek, Sir!
Yes, law fans, that renowned star of podium and expertise
is among us once again. Can't you tell from the applause
his class sends echoing throughout the law · center?
Dean Emeritus 1 you are indeed welcome to Florida
state University's College of Law, the institution for which
you have played and are playing a vital role.
You are a founder; but more than that, you are still a
friend.
.
Your new edition of Cases and Materials on Evidence 1s
impressive; but more than that, your warmth makes each
winter more bearable.
· ·
Dean Mason Ladd, you are a tribute to the College of
Law; but more than that, you are an exemplar of the good
in humanity.
Welcome back, Sir!

Opinion

Stop Twiddling
By KENNETH VINSON
FSU Law Professor
FSU law teachers should stop twiddling thumbs and start
by God training lawyers.
When legal eagles like Lucius Quintus Cincinnatus
Lamar, Rhett Butler andJasonMaddsiredthislaw college,
they didn't intend to father pussyfooting jurisprudes. The
Law is a jealous mistress; those who seek Her bed must
shun ivory towers filled with the babbling of unknown
tongues.
Real lawyers are manufactured by pouring The Law into
trainees in straight shots (min us the q u er i es from
Socrates), and by showing trainees how to shape The Law
into crisp fifty dollar bills.
The time is nigh for the student bar to cease and desist
kowtowing to professors who know everything but where the
dollar's at. Cast off your casebooks, grab the banner of
non-negotiability and demand Relevance 101.
But first the revolution needs a leader--a big man of
the bar astride a big white horse. What super-attorney
stands among us who knows how to turn a legal buck and
who can lead us into Relevance Hall? Who can tell it like
it is and sit tall in the big saddle? Who has such a wide
jurisdiction? Who else but Wild William Liebercreek.
As for the rest of the faculty, the kindest thing would be
to ship most of them to liberal arts where they would be
among counter-revolutionaries and·couldn't hurt anybody.
Especially must the Yale-types go. They're lawyers gone
bad dreamers who forget that it's harder for an effete
int;llectual snob to enter the kingdom of the bar than for
Liebercreek to ptss through the eye of a needle.
After the curriculum coupandthereplacementofunwithit faculty riff-raff, then courtroom counsellors at The Law
can show tenderfoots how to, for example, slow down a
covenant-running-with-the-land and divert it toward greenback pastures. In Relevance Hall there will be solid,
money-in-the-bank courses:
How to Win Clients and Influence Judges. A required
course extending eight quarters and mne weeks--the tenth
week devoted to Ethics. Textbook by Hale Heartily.
Teacher-of-the-year Tommy Edmonds (after major retooling) to lecture on booster club attendance, press rel~se
advertising, running for · office, Sunday School teaching,
Christmas bourbon for hospital attendants and bankers,
campaign checks for judges and sheriffs, proper_gr~oming,
effective pillarship and how to talk football, fishing and
fords. (Horrible example shown during the lecture o.n
grooming will be a snapshot of the ex-faculty.)
How to Avoid Unwelcome Clients. A serious problem. A
frequent headache is old lady Twilight. Mrs. T hails from
the land of Oz, bearing scars from the long trek down
Yellow Brick Road. She's looking for the Honorable Wizard,
Psychiatrist at Law, who loves humanity and ::3-n _love_it
for hours. Course .teaches that a real lawyer s time 1s
worth$50anhour--so heavy is he with brains--and
instructs in methods of client rejection.
Avoiding Constitutional Issues. When they silence Radical
Jack •• • go fishing.
.
How to Extract Heavy Coin. Lesson one remmds that
the minimum fee schedule is what made this country great.
Lesson two teaches that non-lawyers who give legal advice
are criminals and should be guillotined. Lesson three
identifies the enemies of the people who lurk in legislative
halls and slander the fault system, and preach regulated
fees, probate avoidance, Torrens title certificates, legal
aid. Lesson four is that you can fool some of the people
all of the time and you can fool all of the people some of
the time, and given the general state of ignorance, that's

•

-Professional and Social
Aspects Given Emphasis
By DICK SCHODITSCH
Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity has traditionally stressed
the professional aspects of
fraternal life through service
programs and, not unimportantly, social functions.
While the social aspects of
fraternity life play an important
role in the development of the
whole person, much of this

should have occurred prior to
entrance into law school.
Our social events are directed tow~rd giving our members
the opportunity to meet prominent local alumni and serve as
a basis to de v e 1op valuable
valuable professional contacts.
Much of what is valuable in
law school is not acquired from
the casebook, but rather through
the differing viewpoints held

about all you need.
Real Estate Transactions. Pay more than you'd like and
get a good brainy secretary who believes in hard work.
Hopefully, she is barren and unrelated to Mrs. Twilight.
Teach her how to fill in the mortgage blanks, check subdivision titles and close loans. Buy interest in title insur-_
ance comptny and real estate development. When house
buyer traffic thus chased into office gets heavy, train
secretary number two to fill in the blanks. Then make
reservations for Las Vegas •.. and1ivea little. (Variations
on this procedure suffice for probating wills, chartering
corporations, divorces, workmen's compensation claims,
default judgments.)
.
Other course offerings include How To PickA Jury That
Will Believe Your Clinet; How To Get Justice On A NitPicking Procedure Point; How To Convince Mere Laymen
You're The Smartest Thing In Town; How To Tell The
Truth In Court, But Not All Of It; How To Address Ladies
Clubs On "Law: A Christian Profession•; How To Trade
Services With Doctors And Dentists, And Screw The IRS;
How To Believe No More Than 65i Of What Clients Say;
How To Preach Precedent Or, Alternatively, How Not To
Preach It; How To Prove That, Under A Statute Banning
Cruelty To Birds, A Horse ISA Bird; and How, When (Carl
Sandburg's) Horse-Drawn Hearse Hauls The Lawyer To
The Cemetery, To Ignore With DignityTheHearseHorse's
Snicker.

~Ohlter Dletum'
Editor-in-Chief................ ~ .......................... Russ Bobo
Executive Editor ........................................Steve White
Associate Editor .................................... Timara Tomko
Photographers ....... .................................. Doug Chanco
Dave Seyer
Russ Bobo
Contributors:
Professor Kenneth Vinson
Doug Chanco
Phil Phillips
Fred Gelston
Jim Whisenand
Dick Schoditsch
Cass Vickers
Bill Leary
Bill Dykeman
Gary Cherry
Tim Moran
Nan~y Richardson
Special Contributors;
Wade L. Hopping
·
Stephen Turner

by those in public office or
experts in a particular field who
are able to inf 1u enc e public
opinion.
Our Speaker's Program is an
attempt to bring these views to
all students of the College of
Law so that they may be evaluated and questioned.
This past quarter, men like
Dr. Vernon Fox, Sheriff Raymond Hamlin, and Justice Joe
Boyd of the Florida Supreme
court have appeared and the
discussions have been both
interesting and informative.
This program will continue
throughout the next two quarters
and all students are encouraged
to attend and participate.
Jim Mccollum is chairman
of this program and if there is
any particular person you would
like to hear, let him, or any
PAD member know.
Our program at the Federal
Correctional Institute is a valuable way to obtain practical
experience to supplement
classroom knowledge.
This program is open to any
student, not just members of
PAD, and is considered highly
rewarding by a 11 t ho s e who
participate. For detailed information see any PAD member.
Now that the experience of
that first quarter in law school
with its final exams is over,
some freshmen may be pleased
to hear that course outlines for
contracts and Civil Procedure
are still available and may be
purchased from any PAD
officer.
The proceeds from the outline
sales are used to fund a local
scholarship and loan program.
Formal rush for all legal
fraternities will be upcoming
at the end of winter quarter.
Now is the time for those
students who are considering
joining a legal fraternity to
begin thinking about what each
fraternity has to offer, and
evaluating the strengths and
weaknesses of each group.
Be prepared to make an intelligent choice when you decide to
join, not one based solely upoi1
the parties each fraternity will
have . .
.. ,This year's officers are: Dick
schoditsch, Justice; Victor
Walsh Vice-Justice; Sally
Mi 11 ~ a r d, C 1erk; David
F1'ltcher, Treasurer; and Hans
Feige, Marshal.
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GRE_ETING THE GUESTS for Florida. State Univer sity' s Law School
Open House were the Law Wives who also made and served refreshments. From left to right are Jeanne Gonzales, Carolyn Fulmer,
and Amy Connor.
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Law Wives Elect
Margaret Sartin
Mrs. Larry Sartin (Margaret)
was elected President of Law
Wives at their December meeting.
Mrs . Sartin is an Air For ce
"brat• and has traveled much
of her life. She attended Florida
State Univ ers it y where she
r e c e i v e d h e r undergraduate
degr ee -in Personnel Management.
As President of Law Wives,
Mrs . Sartin has the responsibility for the overall success
a:i.d s m o o t h functioning of the
organization.
"I feel my job is that of a
planner and coordinator," she
says.
She also served the organization as Second Vice-President
during the previous term .
Mrs. John Zeller (Maggie)
was elected First Vice-President .
"My job consists of arranging programs for the monthly
meetings w hich are held the
Tuesday of every month," she
said.

Mrs. Zeller provided the Law
Wives with the schedule for the
remainder of this academic
year.
Mrs. Delphine Strickland, a
lawyer with the Legal Division
of the Department of Transportation and a. member of the
Florida Board of Bar Examiners, will be the guest speaker
· for the January meeting.
In February, theywillholdthe
Faculty Tea in the Law School
Moot Court Room.
"This enables the Law Wives
to meet the law faculty and their
wives," Mrs . Zeller said.
At the March meeting, Mr.
Edmonds wil l s p ea k o n the
Intern Pr ogram and in April,
Law Wives will hear fr om a
panel of lawye r s' wives.
Women's Liberation will be the
topic for the May meeting.
The Second Vice-President,
Mrs. Craig Reutlinger (Paula),
was also elected in the December meeting and w il 1 be in
charge of two major events for
the Law Wives.
"We have a fashion show
which will be held in late April

and a Fall Welcome Tea," she
said,
Mrs. Lester Kaney (Mary
Carol) was e 1e ct e d Secretary
and is responsible for the graduating senior certificates and
for mailing detailed graduation
notices to ho met own newspapers.
The Treasurer, Mrs. Raymond Gear ey (Amy) simply
"takes care of the money, " so
she says.
With this new slate of officers, an additional slate of committee chairmen have been
appointed. These are: Communications and Membership-Mrs. Stanley Danek (Mickey)
and Mrs . Leonard Williams
(Ann); Social--Mrs. Thomas
Danaher (Sharon); Service Project--Mrs. Michael Schwarz
(Lee Anne); Money-making
Project--Mrs. Roberto Godoy
(Letty) and Mr:;,. EduardoAnton
(Dora); Speciai Interest-- Mrs.
John Davis (Marcia) and Mrs.
James Shepherd (Mar ty); Publicity-- Mrs. Joseph Richardson
(Karen); Welcome-- Mrs. Larry
Marchbanks (Lollie) and Mrs.
George Petersen (Susan); Historian-- Mrs. Harold Mc Leen
(Pam); Sunshine-- Mrs. William
Burns (Linda); Hospitality-Mrs. Martin Satava (Janice)and
Mrs . Ernest Rennella (Cherolyn).
During the Fall Quarter Law
Wives were very active. The
regular m on th 1y me et in gs
included a visit to Le Moyne
Art Gallery, a tour through
President Marshall's home, and
a visit from the Interior Designer from Wellington Hall.
In addition t o t he r egular
meetings, the Law Wives had
two Law Classes at which Pr ofessor s Dore, George, Gr enwald
and Ye t te r gaveb ri e f summaries of their courses. Tins
gave the wives a chance to learn
a little more about the subjects
their husbands were studying.
Law Wives also served
refreshments at the LawSchool
Open House and they helped
decorate for the Homecoming
Dance. The special interest
groups also keep the wives busy
in tennis, bridge and stitchery.

Co••ittee Roles
Did you know that students are represented on most of
the College of Law Faculty Committees?
These students are full voting members of their
respective committees, although student representation
on the Admissions and Scholarship Committee is limited
to pol.icy decisions and does not involve the students in
consideration of individual files.
1{ you have a;.1y questions or suggestions concerning
curriculum, admissions and scholarships and faculty
appointments (which encom1ll.sses faculty tenure promotion and selection) contact the following students:'
Curriculum -- Molly Tasker
Wally Hutcheson
Admissions and Scholarships -- Matt Russell
Carol Jones
Faculty Appointments -- Joan Gulick
/ :.-.- --.-.-.-.-:.· ·: --------: : : : ·:····:: :::·:::·:::~~:::::::::::::~=~·-•.•.•.:.:... . . . .:.:•• •• ••••••:•••••• •••••• ••.

4ul a9real Jtmerican
lo worll for gou
Through determination und hurd work, Abruhum Lincoln rose from
lowly beginnings to u place of honor in American history. He is wellremembered }or his honesty und integrity, und for his belief in the
United Stutes of America. Lincoln is memorialized on the five-dollar
bill. Put this great American to work for you today, in a First National
Savi11is Accozmt.

Capital City

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
217 North Monroe, Tallahassee, Florida • Member F.D.I.C.
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_ Ownership of the En v1ro

upon.
And even when a balance of
conveniences is cited as not
justifying restoration, damages
for knowledgeable taking offers
an effective deterrent to unpermitted operations.
Moreover , filling of stateowned bottoms is subject to the
special restriction against conveying sovereign lands.
When filling occurs, all public
rights in the waters ar e lost. ,
By STEPHEN TURNER
Filling is the equivalent of a
General Counsel
complete alienation of the tr ust
State of Florida Board of Trusproperty which the Trustees
tees of the Internal Improvement may not do unless shown to be
Trust Fund
"in the public interest.•
Hence, filling may not occur
The Cabinet officers of the
on state bottoms unless the land
State of Florida, who constitute
is first acquired from the Trusthe Board of Trustees of the
tees.
Internal Improvem en t Trust
The problem is that a great
Fund1 have functioned as the
deal of submerged bottoms in
land management agency of the
Florida are privately owned.
state since 1855.
Aside from the direct conThey hold various lands owned veyances of trustland, the
by the state in trust for the beneTrustees deeded out most of
fit of the people.
the lakes of the state as swamp
Tidelands an d 1an d s below
land. Also, Spanish land grants
navigable waters which the state
confusingly encompass naviowns by virtue of its sovereigngable rivers and streams.
ty ar e among those vested in
Further, ownership turns on
the Trustees. They are subject
the elusive concepts of navito the public trust and prohibited
gability at the time of statehood
by common la w from being
and navigability- in-fact.
totally alienated except in the
In many instances, these are
public inter est.
difficult to show in particular
Unfo rtunately, befo r e the
a reas. Water levels may have
1970 constitutional amendment
temporarily r eceded or streams
specifically prohibiting sale of
m a y h ave b e en artificially
sovereign lands unless in the ' obstructed or diverted. Valupublic interest, the Trustees
able estua rine areas covered by
were not vigilant in pres erving
shallow wa t e r s are often
title in the state.
difficult to navigate.
Over the years, thousands of
In short, r egulation based on
acres of submerged bottomstate ownership of bottomlands
lands were sold that were not
is totally inadequate.
utilized to s er ve any public
It excludes immense acreage
interest.
and sever ely hinders environThey continue to remain in
mental protection by making
private ownership, covered by
quiet title suits a prerequisite
tidal and navigable waters.
to enforcement.
T h r o u g ho u t m o s t of the
It is the public waters and
state's history, lands below
their productivity that must be
mean high water were encourconserved, not title to the land
aged to b e filled to promote
below.
commercial development.
The focus then turns to r eguFor instance, from 1856 to
lating the use o f privately1957, an owner of property
owned bottomlands.
adjacent to a navigable stream
The State' s police power to
or bay was statutorily empowprevent damage to the environered to fill to the edge of the
ment may be invoked as the
cbl.nnel to gain title to the subbasis to restrict construction
merged land riparian to his
when navigable waters reach
property.
over private bottoms.
In 1957, however, the TrusBut the statutory standard of
tees were given the duty to
"not co n t r a r y t o the public
regulate dredging and filling in
interest' must be shaped and
navigable waters through
applied with special care.
issuance of permits.
It is commonly believed that
But not until 1967were ecolothe only use for whichprivately
gical factors specified as
owned submerged land is .
m and a t o r y considerations in
reasonably adaptable is dredge
dredge and fill decisions.
or fill.
And not until 1969 was
Hence, by analogy to Florida
permitting authority extended to
zoning law' denial of a permit
fresh water lakes. And not until
would be justified only if neces1970 were the Trustees conclusary to protect the ecology.
sively vested with full regulaAn exercise of regulatory
tory power to deny a dredge or
power that deprives a property
fill permit that had been granted
owner of all practical use of his
by local authorities.
property must itself be substanThus, o~y veryrecentlyhave
tially r e 1a t e d t o t h e public
the Trustees become a viable
welfare.
environmental protection force,
Substantial harm may be
struggling to establish a new
evident if t w e 1v e a c r es are
conservationist image.
filled in the crowded and
An applicant for a dredge or
ecologically critical Boca Ciega
fill permit must establish that
Bay. But wbl.t of a single canal
the proposed work will not be
supporting a few finger extencontrary to the public interest.
sions or a quarter-acre fill fo r
Obviously, where state-owned
a waterfront condominium? And
bottoms are concerned, the
what of projects on relatively
Trustees' decision to deny a
undeveloped beachfront or lakepermit rarely will be challengshore?
. ed. As landowners, the TrusAs a practical matter, it will
tees should have full discr etion
be difficult to establish that a
to deter mine what takes place on
particular project will materitheir land.
ally affect the environment,and
Further , if un pe rmi tt eci
the ominous prooo.bility of judidr edging or filling occurs on
cial r evers a l will hamper
state land, traditional property
administrative efficiency.
r emedies are available.
Federal law offers attractive
Mandatory inj\Jll.Ction sho~
guidance.
be readily granted .to r est-ore.
The leading Fifth Ci rcuit
land intentionally encroached
decision in Zabel v. Tabb, 430
The fo 11 ow in g ar ticles
represent responses to an
Obiter Dictum inquiry into
"Ownership of the Environment: a Policy Analysis.•
Hopefully, they will be relevant, timely, and helpful to
the r eader in his attempt to
make sense out ofand resolve
.environmental issues.
- -Exec. Ed.

F2d 199 (1970), looked to tne
Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Act (16 USC S662 (a), et seq.)
and the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (41 USC
433 1, et seq.) to empower the
Corps of Engineers to deny
per mits on ecological considerations.
Those acts r equire consideration of all r elevant factors, ·
including navigation, fish and
wildlife, po 11 u t i on, esthetics,
ecology and the general public
inter est. ·
In it s s i mp l est form , the
~ test is one of totality of
the circumstances.
It is obvious, however, that
the Trustees should not depend
on federal protection. The federal government will be
concerned with sizeable
projects.
It is the state that bears the
responsibility to plan growth to
prevent critical conditions. If
the state cannot control development unt il an area ha s
reached the stage t ha t one
project will materially affect
the environment, there need be
no regulation.
Common law nuisance actions
would suffice.
Regulation is pointless if it
does not maintain what is set
about to be regulated.
The Tr ustees m ust insure
that the cumulative effect of
s mall projects does not upset
the ecological balance of an
area.
Further, the federal government, having no proprietary
interest, is without power to
extract significant damages to
cure violations of its dredge
and fill laws and would be forced
to show irreparable harm in
order to get an area restored to
its natural state.
A more promising concept for
the state is a second look at
the public trust theory.
There is excellent authority
supporting the conclusion that
the public' s interest in the water
column and its multitudinous
products is not extinguished by
conveyance of mere title to submerged bottoms.
By virtue of the reserved
trust, the public has a right to
swim, fish, and navigate in
waters covering privately
owned bottoms. It is these proprietary rights of the public that
make private ownership of submerged lands unique.
The state has as much right
to preserve its property interest in the waters as landowners
have to develop the bottoms.
The owner ofbottomlands can
no more complain about the
denial of development than a fee
owner of a roadway over which
the public has a continuing right
of access. There would be a
standoff of property rights.
Certainly a more lenient
interpretation than substantial
impairment of an entire area
would be ascribed to the statutory standard of "not contrary
to the public interest.•
The reserved public trust
should justify at least a "totality of circumstances• approach.
Administrative decisionmaking would be greatly simplified if c on c e pt s already
applied to public bottoms c9uld
be applied without encountering
the nemesis of proving title.
Further, mandatory injunction
and damages would be readily
available to correct aqd deter
unpermitted operations:
Regardless of what concepts
are fo r m u l a t e d t o e n a b l e
privately owned submerged bottoms t o be conserved, t h e
permit system itself is essential to orderly development.

Obtaining a permit r equires
disclosure of plans and public
scrutiny. Reasonableness is
fostered.
It is much easier for a developer to present an ecologically
advanced pla~ tbl.n expend great
effort f i g hti ng t h e permit
system.
Meantime, having examined
the proposed pro ject, the Trustees' staff may consult with the
developer to suggest better land
use.
Or the s t a ff may become
aware that other tracts in the
area need to be set aside as
wilderness preserves to fortify
against over-development.
Even condemnation is an
alternative.
Any a t tempt to by-pass
permitting procedures should
be zealously attacked.
In the past, environmental
agencies have found themselves
moving on an after-the-fact
basis.
Large developers have used
the political fragmentation of
state environmental agencies to
th e ir o p t i mum advantage,
employing the techn i que of
"divide and conquer."
They c o mp l e te o r almost
complete their work, and then
use that to gain a foothold. They
persuade one agency to issue a
permit and use it to pry loose
another agency's permit.
Bureaucracy is no obstacle to
the big developer, who has the
resources, the time, and the
experience to sidestep and use it
to his advantage.
Obversely, the small entrepreneur frequently has been
frustrated by the system. He
cannot get action. To avoid
costly delays and legal fees, he
has often chanced completion
of his project without administrative sanction.
All this is rapidly changing,
however. The current Trustees
have supported their staff in
getting s tat e environmental
agencies to move together . The
agencies mee t eac h week to
consider matters that they are
jointly obliged to review.
The i nt en t i s t o present a
united front so that one agency
will not approve what another
tends to reject.
In legal affairs, too, environmental agencies are moving
more in concert.
A great boost is provided by
the Department of Justice. The
United States attorneys for the
three Florida districts bl.ve
shown exceptional interest in
correcting unpermitted dredge
and fill operations.
Federal enforcement will be
highly instrumental in assuring
compliance wit h s t at e laws
since the Corps of Engineers
will not issue its permit unless
a permit from the Trustees has
been obtained.
With the coordinated efforts
of the state and federal agencies, developers have quickly
realized the futility of completing now and lobbying later.
Every effort will continue to
be exerted to require developers and entrepreneurs to come
to the state first before undertaking t h e i r p r o j e c t s and to
encourage them to come before
any definitive planning decisions
have been reached.
The Florida House Committee
on Governmental Organization
and Efficiency is considering
the first major reorganization
of state agencies since the overhaul of the executive branch in
1969. This r estructuring is concentrating o n the are a o f
e n vi r o n m en t a 1 control and
r esource management.
Rep. GuySpicola, (D- Tampa),

chairman of the subcommittee
studying the area, pr esented
the environmental bill to a committee meeting January 10,
1972. Spicola said his committee
found many prob l ems in the
handling of environmental protection.
* Too much red tape to get a
permit for pro jects affecting
the environment.
*Substantial overlapping in
control over domestic waste,
water quality, solid waste
disposal.
* Everyone agrees planning
is needed, but we have at
least five agencies doing the
planning with no coor dination.
*Some agencies have a split
personality--promoting o ut
of one office; conserving the
same resource out of another
office. Example: Agriculture
Department supposed to
regulate use of pesticides but
oriented also toward promoting interests of major suppliers and users of pesticides.
* Confl i ct i ng i n t e r es ts
of wildlife conservationists
and physical resource conservationists.
Spicola' s bill would create a
Depar tment of Resour ces and
Environmental C on tr o 1. The
head of the depar tment would be
a seven- man board appointed by
the Governor.
The new agency would have
part of the responsibilities of
fo ur major present agencies.
These agencies would disappear: Po 11 ution Control,
Natural Resources, Game and
Fresh Water Fish Commission
and Bo a r d o f T r us t e e s of
Internal Improvement Fund. The
Game and Fresh Water Fish
Commission is cemented into
law in the constitution and would
be more difficult to end entirely.
Major opposition to the bill
might come from those who support the cabinet system-Florida's unique, six, elected
executive branch which shares
authority with the Governor.
The Governor would come out
on top in the new arrangement.
A large part of the 1969 creation, the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services,
would be transferred to the new
department. The forces against
moving the division of forestry
and the soil and water conserture were out in strength at the
January 12th meeting.
Rep. Lou Wolfson, (D-Miami),
voiced their concern when he
commented, ·•111 1969, didn't we
give many environmental functions to the department--and in
fact, give it an environmental
stampr
A fellow Miami Democrat,
Rep. Marsbl.ll Harris, replied,
"That's not true. That's not
even true in Barbados, let alone
Florida."
The Governmental Organization and Efficiency Committee
will hear both sides on the bill
January 27, 1972
House Speaker Dick Pettigrew
assigned the study of state
administration of environment
and resource management to
the Governmental Organization
and Efficiency Committee during the 19 71 session so it will be
one of the major topics when the
legislature reconvenes February 1st • .
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ent: A Policy Analysis
By WADEL. HOPPING
Attorney at Law
Mahoney, Had.low, Chambers
& Adams
Tallam.ssee, Florida
(Excerpts from a speech by
Malcolm B. Johnson, Editor,
The Tallahassee D em o c rat,
"Looking Back at 1971 • ,)
"Ecology still was big in '71,
but some of the frenzied fears
about what man is doing to his
environment ca 1m e d down to
more rational judgments.
Our biggest nu c 1ear lY.lmb
went off a mile beneath
Amchitka without blowing the
top off the world. The surface
ripple wasn't nearly as loud as
the wails of alarmists who tried
to stop it.
So now our scientists are.
studying the data to keep our
knowledge abreast of that in the
communist world, which previously had made an underground
test of similar magnitude without either public noticeor
concern.
There was a new alarm about
industrial pollution--this time
from mercury poisoning the
flesh of fish. The government
warned us against eating swordfish. A lot of canned tuna was
confiscated because of its mercury excess.
There seemed to be no way to
counteract this new menace-but just this week responsible
scientists r e port e d they had
found high mercury content also
in museum fish from periods
ranging back 2,000 years .

*

*

*

Taking one problem at the
time, rationally, we learned last
year that although phosphates in
the wash wat e r cou l d cause
harm some places they would be
harmless, perhaps even beneficial in others.
Deliberate 1971 appraisals by
reputable scientists showed
almost no permanent damages
to man or bird from 1970's
alarming oil spills off Louisiana and California.
A government panel reported
an absolute mn on DDT wasn't
necessary. A California pest
exterminator proved the point
by reporting that he and his wife
had eaten sizeable quantities of
DDT daily for 93 days without
harmful effects.
We made a big thing out of
recycling for conservation and
littler prevention.
Now the Food and Drug
Administration has discovered
a persistent poison in recycled
paper that makes it dangerous
for food packaging.•
This is an era of ecological
concern, It is an era tm.t is long
overdue.
As a country, we havebeen
wasting our assets at an alarming rate. Now the time has come
to stop and conservewm.twe
have left, refurbish that which
has been destroyed, preserve
the natural beauty that still remains, while at the same time,
create for ourselves a plan for
the future.
Cleaning up will not be an easy
task. · , .
It is not a task tm.t can be
accomplished by Class Action
lawsuits, massive legislation,
the creation of innumerable
agencies, shutting down industry, or campaign rhetoric.
Environmental issues are
complex and many-faceted.
A decision to clean up the air
may place a heavier burden on
adjacent waters or land. Conversion of an industry from
high-Sulphur fuel to electricity
may increase the need for

WHAT WILL Environment .b e like when these youngsters reach university age?
nuclear generating plants and
increase adjacent water temperatures. A decision to use a
particular process or pollution
control device may carry with
it a commitment to turn a valuable marshland into an aeration
pond.
One thing is certain. The solution to our man-made pollution
problems is not the creation of
a man- made thicket of administrative snares, de lays and
expensive pitfalls.
What is needed is simplified
and unified administrative
machinery a,t the State and
Federal level that can determine priorities of action for the
present and plan for the future.
We need agencies that can
deal with the complexities of
s o 1vi n g our environmental
problems with sensibility and
certainty.
Existing agencies and current
law do not satisfy these basic
requirements.
The r es u r rec ti on of the
Refuse Act of 1899, the enactment of The Water Quality Improvement Act of 1970, the
Florida Air and Water Pollution
Control Act of 1967, the Clean
Air Act or the National Environmental Policy Act have done
little more than create a vast
bureaucracy which is busy
cranking out conflicting regulations and contradictory policies
at an alarming rate.
State-Federal jurisdictional
conflicts are being magnified
by the implementation of these
policies.

At the State level, a number
ally high and represent little
of agencies are vying for first
more than goals for the future,
place in tlle hearts of the ecolocurrently unattainable.
gists and the legislators who
Such artificially-high stancontrol their budgets.
dards should be replaced with
The Department of Natural
standards that require the best
Resources, The Trustees of the
p ra cti cal and economically
Internal Improvement Fund,
feasible treatment immediately,
The Game and Fresh Water
coupled with a firm commitment
Fish Commission, the Depart- . from the applicant to upgrade
ment of Pollution Control and
his environmental protection
the Division of Health all are .system in the future as new
vying with one another for . technologies appear.
supremacy in the environmenSince pollution control m.rd=
tal protection field.
ware is expensive, perhaps govAs a result, little has been
ernmental agencies should issue
accomplished towards developpermits which are limited to the
ing an in t e g r at e d system of
life of the equipment, or to a
environmental protection.
fixed reasonable period of time.
All new facilities should be
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?
required to include the latest
pollution control devices. The
First, Florida's state
Florida Department of Pollution
agencies which touch upon
Control currently is doing ·an
ecological problems should be
excellent job with regard to
. organized into a single environrequiring the most modern
mental protection agency,
treatment available for new
This agenGy should become
facilities.
the sole environmental permitThirdly, as a State and Nation
ting, regulatory and enforcewe should adopt a systematic
ment authority for Florida.
approach to environmental
All existing state and local
planning for the future. While we
agencies which now have
cannot undo what we Ill ve done
permitting or enforcement
in the past, we can plan for the
authority over ecological matfuture.
ters should be divested of this
We need to encourage planned
authority in favor of the new
communities as opposed to
agency.
. helter-skelter subdivision.
Secondly, environmentalproPlanned communities, howtection agencies should be
ever, require years of lead
encouraged to adopt environtime.
mental standards that are
In addition, the private sector
presently attainable within
of our economy, which will
existing technology. Many expected to pay for the new
existing standards are artificifacilities, needs to be able to

oe

rely on the fact that when they
commit their resources to a
project that conforms to existing
local, state and federal environmental requirements the
second-guessers and _negativists of our society will not be
able to stop the project in midstride.
Fourthly, every citizen-should
commit himself to paying his
sm.re of the costs of cleaning
up our man-made waste.
Domestic and industrial waste
treatment facilities will require
massive financing. All of us
should realize these costs must
ultimately be paid by the users.
Finally, in light of the past
successes of NASA, perhaps it
is time for the Federal Government to harness this agency's
vast technological skills into a
Manhattan-type project
approach toward planning for
and meeting our future needs
for habitable cities, adequate
clean water and air, productive
oceans, a transportation system
compatible with ecological and
human needs, practical solid
waste disposal and sufficient
food s up p li e·s fo r our future
population.
The intellectual and technical know--how which sent a man
to the moon and sustained him
there certainly has the capacity
to solve the problem of w.hat to
do with the large piles of waste
that each of us generate daily.
Epitomizing--it is time to
apply common sense and a cando attitucw to environmental
problems.
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Attorney General Busy
By JIM WHIS ENAND
The stee l-tr ap mind of
Attorney General RobertShevin
expresses the unrepressible
d r i v e an d a m bi t i o n o f the
Attorney Genera l to be the
people's representative in legal
affairs and to protect the interests of his constituents to the
fullest extent of the law in all
matters.
In accord with this view is his
expanded and strictly adhered to
interpretation of the Florida
Attorney General's statutory
and common law duties to both
the state, as an entity, and the
public at large.
·
Question this -- check the
facts. Entering his thirteenth
month in office Shevin has:
*Issued 400 opinions with all
due deliberate speed to guide
the several public officials,
judges, district boards andlegislators in fulfilling their official duties.
*Established an A t to r n e y
General Clinical Program at the
Tallahassee and Miami offices
to enable third year law students
at Florida State University and
the U n iv er sit y of Miami to
represent the State in criminal
matters.
*Requested the Florida
Supreme Court to approve the
proposed am e :.i d m en t to the
Florida Bar Rule:; and further
expand the scope of the Clinical
Program to allow third year law
students to represent the state

t

in civil matters.
*Assumed the consumer protection role when dissatisfied
with results achieved by the
Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services.
*Successfully challenged the
escalation clause contained in
contracts with mun i c i pa 11 yawned electric systems.
*Stated the enfranchised 18year-olds in an opinion allowing these e 1e ct ors to register
and vote in their University
cities.
*Utilized the full power of the
Attorney Genera l's Office in
protecting and preserving the
environment against potential
environmental disruption.
*V i e w e d hi s du t y to the
Florida and United States Constitutions superior to his like
duty to uphold the Florida statutes and questioned the constitutionality of the ab o r ti on
counseling statute, Section
797 .02, F .S., to further protect
the constitutional rights of the
State' s citizens.
*Filed a" confession of error"
with regard to the State's action
in the Lee and Pitts trial which
ultimately led to proceedings.
Trust no one over forty may
be Shevin's guideline in staffing
his office. utilizing the best,
young, a g gr es s iv e lawyers
available, General Shevin
merely points to the credentials
of his Assistant Attorneys General and top three policy makers
when quizzed on this point. Top-

'

tt

35•· for llot Sandwich
25<· Draft Busch

Both for 99c

ping the staff is Shevin's Deputy
Attorney Genera l Herbert
Schwartz, a member of the
American Civil Liberties Union
and former Assistant Professor
of Law at the Univ e rs it y of
Illinois and practicing Gainesville Trial Lawyer.
Editor of the University of
Miami Law Review, Order of
the Coif, graduating with high
honors at the top of his class,
and being the recipient of numerous awards as a Representative and as a Senator in the
Florida State Legislature mark
but a few of Shevin's personal
accomplishments.
Exhibiting
impeccable integrity, General
Shevin rejects political expediancy as a decision rendering
consideration and is honest with
the people allowing the "legal
chips" to fall as judiciously
viewed.
Although subject to criticism
of being too numerous, Attorney
General Robert L: Shevin has
issued 400 opinions during his
first year in office reflecting
accurate statements of the law
at that moment regardless of the
political expediency, Creating
a novel practice within his
inner-office administration,
General Shevin personally reads
every opinion prior to release
subjecting this legal analysis to
pointed criticism and probing.
Shevin often requires the
Assistant Attorney General
authorizing the opinion to personally defend his conclusion
under the close scrutiny of himself and Deputy Attorney General Herbert T. Schwartz to
assure an absolutely correct
conclusion as a matter of law.
Acutely aware of the ever
increasing litigation burden of
the judicial pr cess, Shevin
utilizes this "unique tool" of
opinions to save the taxpayer
money and prevent litigation by
being responsive to all requests.
Thus allowing the inquiring public official to act or elect not
to act based upon an accurate
and unbiased legal conclusion.
The year 1902 marks the
beginning point o i accurate
recordation of Attorney General Opinions. Somewhat in
opposite to his predecessors in
office, Shevin tries to issue
opinions to cabinet members
within seven days, legislators
within two weeks, and all other
public officials within thirty
days.
Strict adherence to this time
able is not a 1ways possible
when it conflicts with what the
Attorney General considers an
opinion should reflect: exhaustive research, a comprehensive legal analysis, and an
accurate statement of the law.
Although the time table and content requirement are usually
complimentary, circumstances
inherent in a particular request
sometimes require the time to
be extended.
Public comment has been
made on Shevin reconciling his
predecessors' inconsistencies
in opinions and pn:dicating his
own action, especir.lly in the
areas of government in the sunshine, public records, ad
tural zoning.
Commenting 01; the innovative
clinical program with the Florida State University, College of
Law, eputy Attorney General
Schwartz said, "We are very
pleased and wish more students
were aware of the opportunity
available.
"The interns are contributing
to the public welfare, gain
priceless experience from the
state and nationally renown
Assistant Attorneys General,
and a t t h e s a m e t i m e gain
academic credit. An excellent
opportunity for the people of the
State to benefit from the work

A NEW PUNCHBOWL set was presented to the law school from Law
Wives. Former president Leslie Williams presents the set to Dean
Morse.

product of the s e s up e r i o r
students."
"
To further this program in
the best interests of the State,
Shevin supports State representation by third-year
students in civil matters as well
and hopes the Florida supreme
Court will approve the petition
amending the Florida Bar Rules.
J. Russell Thacker, a
full-time legal intern fror.i.
Florida State University, views
the program as beneficial from
another standpoint. Intern
Thacker commented, "This
program eliminates the vacuum
now found in most law schools
where the extent of a student's
legal education is c01,fined to
the a r ti f i c i a 1 setting of the
classroom.
"The opportunity to participate and observe in the everyday practice of law is extremely beneficial in smoothing over
the difficult transition from the
study of law to the actual practice of law.•
The title "the people's lawyer• now firmly attached to
Shevin is appropriately placed
in view of his keen interest in
representing the pub 1i c. The
Attorney General's statutory
duties require him to represent
the State, constitutional officers
of the State and state agencies.
Somewhat controversial is
Shevin's liberal interpretation
of the Attorney eneral's common law power as the "chief
legal guardian of the public."
Rejecting criticism of extraterritorial expansion of the
Attorney General's powers,
Shevin feels the newly exercisad powers are well recognized
under common law. "General
Shevin is now exercising these
previously dormant powers ina
wise and judicious manner so
as to benefit the people of this
State,• commented Deputy
Attorney General Schwartz.
Perplexing to some, paradoxical to others, Shevin appears to
be initiating a new era of public
representation and political
responsiveness in Florida. Political expedience at the expense
of correct judicial results runs
against the grain to Shevin.
Attorney General Shevin takes
a strong stand as an environmentalist. Shevin's first of
manv environmental pollution

suits was against one of his
campaign supporters for polluting an inlet of Tampa Bay. The
successful litigation required
the polluting campaign supporter to pay the state for the resulting damages.
Consistently through his
tenure in the House of Represantatives and theSenate,Shevin
reflected his present stance on
environmental protection. Long
before "environmentalism" became vogue, in the early sixties
the then Legislator Shevin was
crusading for acknowledgment
of the long term detrimental
effects of man's existence without the proper conservation
programs.
Re j e c ting all ideological
labels, Shevin waves the "law
and order" banner with his protection of constitutional rights
and conservationists banners-but with his own twist. Shevin
rejects the "skull cracking"
method, suggested by some
politicians, for the preferential
implementation of a sophisticated method of law enforcement
training to provide a hlgh
caliber, well informed law
enforcement officer. Now in the
workings is a text for Florida
law enforcement officers and
in the near future the Attorney
General's Office will provide a
"traveling seminar»,to be
available to law enforcement
agencies on the rights of individuals and the law enforcement
officers.
Recently Shevin affirmatively
responded to the suggested
streamlining of some of Florida's criminal laws by deleting
numerous victimless crimes.
In a favored position with law
enforcement officers, Shevin is
adhering to his sometimes called "Po 1it i ca lly improvident"
campaign p 1 e ct g e to reduce
Florida's crime rate or not seek
re-election.
According to crime projection
statistics the crime rate has
decreased, particularly in the
area of property crimes, where
the actual number of auto thefts
is pro j e ct e d to decrease as
compared to the 1970 figures.
If po 1i tic a 1 murmers are
heard--they may well be tied to
some strong statistics anda
tightly knit but diversified constituency.
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ANCHOR MAN RECIPIENT for 1971 is Matt Russell (left). Here he receives his award from Dean
Joshua Morse and former Anchor Man Mike Shea.

OUTGOING ALUMNI ASSOCIATION President Mike Dugger (left)
congratulates new president Ed Green. (Photo by Dave Seyer)

QUANTUM MERUIT AWARD winners Palmer Williams, Bill Gary, Jack Williams, and Bill Roland
received their awards at the Homecoming Picnic, Winners not pictured are Roy Jones, Charles
Tunnicliff, Ed McGinty and David Hulse.

REFRESHMENTS FLOWED FREELY at the Homecoming Picnic.
Here Palmer Williams keeps a watchful eye over his "work•.

LAW

PROFESSOR THOMAS EDMONDS happily receives the "Professor of the Year• award from Homecoming Chairman Ed Rude.

1971
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WAKULLA RI VE R
CLEAN,CLEAR
By DOUG CHANCO
The Wa k u 11 a Riv e r is an
interesting river--its water is
amazingly clean and clear.
Also, it has something most
rivers don't have--a fence built
across it. The fence is chainlink, about eight feet high which
goes entirely across the river.
It also continues across the
land.
On posts in the river there is
a sign saying "no river traffic
allowed beyond this point.•
For a project for environmental law class, I decided to
take a boat uptheWakullaRiver
to (and under, if possible) the
fence.
I had made boat trips up the
Wakulla before, in boats as
large as thirty feet, but had
never gone tastthe first bridge,
and even doing that had been
difficult. Depth soundings had to
be taken constantly, and a sharp
watch maintained to follow the
channel.
Novertheless, on a cloudy
Sunday during the fall quarter,
Jim Mccollum and I set out for

Shell Island to charter a boat
for the trip. After renting a
power boat and loading it with
provisions, we cast off.
The trip, however, was not
without its mishaps. Shortly
after getting under way, it was
discovered that a person or persons unknown had removed the
mixture conttol handles from
the engine.
'
The mixture was not properly
adjusted and the engine stalled
at the slow throttle setting for
the rest of the trip,
We went from Shell Island to
St. Marks, motored past
Posey's, the Tenneco Dock, and
the old fort and headed north
up the river.
Not much progress toward the
fence had been made, when the
charted portion of the river was
left behind--we ran ha rd
aground .on the west side of the
river. There are channel markers in the St. Marks River, but
few in the Wakulla, and none
where we ran aground.
At that time we were close
to the marina so we became the
center of attention for several

minutes while we tacked the
boat out of the mud.
After we reached deepwater,
we set out again, attempting to
stay in t h.e c hann e 1. It soon
became necessary to stop and
clear the propeller of aquatic
weeds which had fouled it,
Progress at that portion of
the river was slow and difficult
because of the constant changes
in the channel. However, parts ·
of the Wakulla south of the highway 98 bridge are marked.
The channel markers consist
of empty cloroxbottles attached
to crab traps, but they are better than nothing, and for those
parts of the river the only problem is the weeds.
The further north we went,
the more scarce signs of civilization became. There were,
however, a few boats with
fishermen in them, and an occasional beer can was visible on
the river bottom.
Our boat c 1eared the first
bridge with a 1o t of room to
spare. we even saw a small
cabin cruiser that was able to
SOMETIMES IT'S HARD to find time for lunch
get under the bridge.
but here freshman wally Campbell catches a
North of the first bridge, it
quick lunch in his car!
became more difficult to travel.
The chann·el twisted and turned
and became narrower. It was
necessary to clear weeds from
the prop so often that it almost
seemed as if theenginespentas
much time in neutral as in forward.
Somewhere north of the first
bridge, a leak in the reserve
gasoline tank was discovered.
we quickly checked the bilges
and Mccollum pumped them dry
in case the liquid that was in
most noble document of the
them was gasoline. we decided
By PHIL PHILLIPS
Enlightenment--the Declaration
to press on after patching the
of Independence. Since it canRejoice ye people! The irre-•
leak.
not be denied that the judiciary
pressible William Kuntsler was
Between the first bridge and
is part of the government, it
was here. ·
the second, the number of wild
likewise cannot be denied tliat
Speaking at the recent revelanimals and fish seen was far
the efficacy of the courts is .
ries of the Southeastern Peoples
greater than those below the
dependent upon the populace for
Revolutionary Conference, Mr.
first bridge.
its legitimacy. Thus, so long as
Kuntsler, in his own eloquent
This was protably die in part
courts render decisions that are
style, labeled the law as "pure
to the difficulty in travelling up
widely accepted, they will be
B.S., no more than a cl.arade."
the river by boat, but a lack of
esteemed, and all the potential
Continuing with the subtlety of
developed land areas along the
litigants of the country will
Martha Mitchell: "America's
river banks was undoubtedly
remark the Justice that flows
courts have become an oppresalso a contributory factor.
from the Law.
sor, and judges the instruments
There were others using the
The principle is reversed,
of their oppression ..•• "
river between the two bridges;
however, when courts deliver
· Mr. Kuntsler's animadver· a group of canoe enthusiasts
decisions which run counter to
sions imply either: a) that he
was seen as well as a group of
the public will. If it can be
often finds himself on the losing
skin divers.
said that A mer i can political
The Wakulla was deep enough side of lawsuits--which is like
opinion is middle-of-the-road,
the Houston Oilers asserting
along the stretch between the
or perhaps slightly right, then
two bridges, but there were sev- the perfidy of NFL referees as
the forging decisions of, say, the
eral snags which caused us to the cause of their inglorious
Warren court, must invoke the
record; or b) that his diction
move slowly.
enmity of the goodcitizens.And
Finally, the northern bridge suffers from hyperbole; or c)
they cease to remark the Justice
that judges arrive at legal deci(the highway 365 bridge) was
administered by the courtssighted. Beyond it was the fence. sions in a manner that does not
which have become oppressive.
But, the last tenth of a mile permit the decision to be vouchNow it will never do to have
of the river was so clogged with safed by the c it i z en r y. While
Mr. Kuntsler impute oppreseither a) or b) is likely, the
weeds that we paddled the boat
siveness to the Warren court,
to the bridge. That in itself was implications of the latter are
but the point is valid so far as
difficult because the current at such as to demand inquiry.
it relates to perspective. If the
It is universally supposed that
that point pulled strongly
Warren court is oppressive to
government exists by the
against us.
the middle-of-the-road citizen,
The highway 365 bridge was consent of the governed; indeed
what court is oppressive to the
older and lower than the other this immutableprinciplewas
radical William Kuntsler? The
bridge, but we wer~ able to get eloquently described in that
answer: most all courts. The
the boat under it without too
much difficulty. In so doing, our
people about the Wakulla. We analogy of the Houston Oilers
actions attracted a 1a r g e
were unable to find anyone who asserts itself.
number of spectators who
would admit that he had been up
watched us intently.
the Wakulla past the fence,
Subsbribe
we decided to see if the boat
although ·they all admitted that
would go und&r the fence. It did,
it could be done.
but any people who wanted to go
Almost all of them said they
with the boat had to get as low
knew of no reason to go up there
in the boat as they could. Havanyhow.
to ,·
ing reached our goal, we tied up
The fence is s uppo s edto
to the south side of the bridge serve as protection for the
and ate lunch, still watched by Wakulla Wildlife Refuge. In view
the local spectators.
of the trouble we encountered,
The trip down the river was it is possible that the fence is
easier than the trip up. The not needed.
weeds did not foul the engine so
The difficulty of travel ·up the
frequently, and we knew the Wakulla would seem to deter
location of the snags.
•.... almost all~ceptthemost.i{ltent
·-- DI C .T tfM ·-- - · •. ·· Wheii ~we returned to scL"~""persons, ·,who', · if that enthusi. Marks, we went to Posey's and astic, could get under the fence,
· tried to talk to someofthelocal anyway.
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Pass-Fail Plan
Is Discussed
By FRED GELSTON
Here of late there has been
some discussion about pass-fail
and its place in law school.
Freshmen w i 11 rec a 11 the
meeting in the second floor
lounge where Dean Marriott
explained some of what he hoped
to do. A proposal had been drawn
up attempting to establish a pilot
program. This proposal was to
have been submitted to the
quarter, but its submission was
sidetracked when President
Marshall ela borated to the
faculty in a closed meetin 6 his
feelings about the dismissal of
Jack Lieberman. At the time of
that meeting, Marriott had his
proposal re-ady, but time ran
out with the idea still unadvanced.
Then came the end of the
quarter, and the examination
crunch. Before Marriott could.
submit the proposal this quarter,
Mr. George struck a blow for
pass-fail by reporting his Torts
and Civil Procedure grades P
and F only. In a note he posted
with the grades, Mr. George
said that his C iv i 1 Procedure
section would have had about ten
A' s, and his Torts section would
have had about six A' s .
Rumor has it that there was
some discussion among faculty
members due to the variance of
numbers of particular grades in
a given course. Apparently
there had been agreement among
the keepers of the golden word
that grades be compared before
they were published, so that the
instructors could adjust their
scales--thus avoiding a disparity over the number of grades
in a given subject. Every good
Civil Procedure section should
have X number of A's, or something along that line.
The discussion that greeted
Mr. George's actions must have
been fierce because all of a
sudden it is not politically
advisable to submit a pass-fail
program now. Such an ide-a might
divide the faculty into factions,
although it Seem S t O me that
such factionalism would have
greeted any proposal of passfail, even last quarter.
As a matter of fact, a passfail system would have
eliminated the quota system
problem of too many or too few
of a particular grade, thus
avoiding the current situation.
Actually I don't favor the
pass-fail system myself, but if
the faculty doesn't favor it, they
should at least have some
reasons, given the lawyers that
they are.
Maybe they don't favor it

because it violates tradition, or
perhaps because it would eliminate competition among individuals which is a necessary precedent to those individuals
becoming competent lawyers
themselves. This last I really
can't quest ion, having never
been a lawyer and therefore
being ignorant of what goes into
the making of a good one.
Tradition on its face is a weak
a:gument, but if ·you consider
that we will be competing for
jobs with people from more
established law schools maybe
it makes sense that we prove to
require you to sit and figure out
potential employers that we can
which response the instructor
compete in the same way.
feels is the best one even though
This is the argument that
perhaps more than one answer
most of the detractors of passis co r r e ct. Apo o r 1 y written
fail that I've talked to use--that
multiple choice exam is the
potential em p 1o ye r s want to
worst kind of test--and one with
know the class rank, which is
ambiguous answers is to me the
only available in a grading sysmost poorly written.
tem . Mr. George believes that
In any case, pass-fail has
most students have a job before
some supporters here in the law
they graduate from law school
school, both on the faculty and
anyway, and thatthose who don't
among the students, and it
can be helped by the faculty
seems clear that those people
through their contacts. If true,
are determined to try to see if
this argument effectively counit can work here. Ifyoufeel
ters the potential employer one.
strongly in favor ofit, why don't
There is another argument
you get in touch with Dean
for retaining grades that might
Marriott--his phone number is
be considered. Some people
in the directory. If you oppose
believe that grades are a motivit, make your opposition clear
ational factor--the carrot and
to him, or start a lobby group
stick approach. They think that
of your own. If Marriott is going
in a pass-fail situation they
to present his proposal to the
would be tempted to study less
faculty, I w o u 1d suppose that
and accept a P. Pass-fail advomembers of the opposition could
cates think that the carrot-stick
approach is unnecessary and · petition for equal time.
If there is a vocal opposition
even a hindrance.
the final policy hammered out
Why?
will more likely be to the beneSome reasoning I've heard
fit of all concerned.
suggests that in a grading
system one may end up playing
the instructor's games to get a
good grade rather than learning
law, and be the worse lawyer
for it. But perhaps part of law
school is the socialization process ofle-arning to communicate
legal ideas effectively. It really
doesn't matter how much law
you know if you can't express it
well enough to be understood.
As I see .it,perhapsthebestway
, to 1 earn the communication
skills necessary to be a good
lawyer is by taking exams which
require you to explain issues
after spotting them. Graduation
of your paper helps you to determine how well you did viz-a-viz
the other students in the class.
This is, of course, in an ideal
situation. One attack on this
position is that some of the
exams we get here in law school
are not aimed in this direction.
Multiple-choice exams are a
case in point. Atleast those type
of multiple-choice exams which

The 'reasonable and prudent'
law students visits
·t, ·
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Twenty freshmen law
students were selected to participate in th e Hon o r s Legal
Research program at Florida
State University Law Center.
Fred McLam, group leader
for the honors section, sees the
program as a basis for "keener"
competition.
"The honors group consists
of two students chosen from the
original ten groups who
performed best in this area,"
McLam said.
"Thus it provides tougher
c o m p e t it i o n fo r t he lead
students of the freshman class."
The honors program offers
many opporiunities for the top

students.
James Curasi
"Besides_being able to com~
John Searcy
pete against each other, the
James Lien
- program also allows those who
Charles Jones
are in the regular classes to
Michael Dodson
compete amongst themselves on
Danny Kepner
their own right,• McLam said• . Robert Ratliff
"Also, Honors Legal ReRussell Bobo
search can enhance one's own
Jay Smith
abilities.•
James Loper
The students were chosen on
Gary Cherry
their merits in this particular
Larry Hill
class which may or may not
infer their abilities in any other
subject.
"The grading system for most
classes is subjective and many
tests are essay which must be
SBA
graded in a subjective manner,•
said McLam.
The advantage to being
selected to Honors Legal Research is one of general recognition.
"The program gives us a
chance to recognize more students rather than just one or
two, • said McLam.
"Honors Legal Research is
also a recognition in itself for
the student. n
The students in Honors Legal
Research w i 11 be studying
material that will be used statewide.
"The students will argue their
cases in Moot Court and a select
group of fo u r s t u d e n t s may
argue before t he Florida
supreme court, • McLam said.

JO\ N

Subs c r ibe

Honors Group:
Arm Maenpae
Jerald Price
Robert Peirce
William Wiley
David McGunegle
Robert Pass
Nancy Linnan
Julie Rasmussen
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Review Gets Catalytist
By CASS VICKERS
Editor-in-Chief
FSU Law Review
The Florida state University
Law Review has been given a
much needed catalytic boost by
the arrival of Mr. HaroldP.
Southerland, newly designated
faculty advisor to the Law
Review.
His editorial experience and
full time commitment to the
publication have already proven
invaluable in this, our formative

period.
Our real challenge during the
next year is twofold. We. are
faced with the development of
training and candidate programs
through which we can integrate
and direct the scholarly efforts
of the students who desire to
write for the Law Review.
Secondly, we are confronted
with the prod u c ti on of an
inaugural volume which will
reflect the academic excellence
for which our young college has
become known.

In addition, we are currently
putting together a symposium
treating the newly enacted Florida Corporate Profits Tax,
which we anticipate will be
available around April.
T hi s s y m p o s i u m i s not
intended to be a law review but
rather is being offered as a public service in introducing the
legislation to students and
attorneys throughout the State.
We heartily solicit the Inrticipation and adv i c e of our
students and faculty.

FSU's Law Review Aims

For A 'Quality Produ,t'
By STEPHEN R. WHITE

CASS VICKERS
.Law Review Editor

Geared for quality, the FSU
Law Review is planning a preliminary publication on the
Florida Corporate Profits Tax.
A tentative April, 1972 circulation date is set.
FSU is aiming for "a quality
product," states Harold P.
Southeriand, recently established faculty advisor to the Law
Review.
"Law Reviews arethicker
than they need to be, " he comments.
Dean Joshua Morse remarks,
"Southerland is doing a good
job."
The Board of Editors and staff
of the Law Review have been,
with a brief interruption for the
holidays, meeting weekly since
mid-Fall quarter. Many of the
Review's members have already
devoted long hours. And, even
longer hours appear in the
offing.
"Progress to date has been
remarkable, says Morse. He
also views "prospects hopefully.• ·
Pointing to theaccess, unique
within the State, to the legislative, court, executive, and
administrative processes,
Morse contends that' the FSU
Law Review "has to developa
character and style of its own
so it won't be just another law

review.

FSU should hate a law review
with its own •style and flavor,"
Morse avers.
Southerland stresses that
"basically the Law Review
belongs to the students."
Arguably, it will be the students on the Law Review who
will breath-in the uniqueness.
"The first issues are
criticial," says Morse.
The Board,atitsmeetingJan.
· 6, voted against having a symposium for the initial full issue
of Fall, 1972.
Generally, three aspects will
comprise the regular publications of the Law Review.
Lead Articles, by people of
prominent expertise, will hopefully "put the LawReviewonthe
map nationally! according to
Southerland.
Students' writings will cover,
among other things,Florida
legislation.
There also will be book
reviews.
However, the "preliminary
issue• of April, 1972 will be
dissimilar, in many ways, from
the initial full issue of Fall,
1972.
In fact, Cass Vickers, Editorin Chief, prefers not to officially label the April publication
as an issue of the Law Review.
The "preliminary issue," as
a symposium, will delve inde pt h into the Florida

Corporate Profits Tax.
It will include a number of
articles written byauthoratative
sources.
The Board of Editors, chosen
last quarter, consist of Cass
Vicker s as Editor-in=Chief,
Bob Humphries and Larry
Sartin as Business Editors,
Rolland Carpenter as General
Section Editor, John Zeller as
Lead Articles Editor, Mike
Boyle as student Articles
Editor, Larry Pritchardas
Legislative Section Editor, and
John Kest and Les Kaney as
Associate Editors.
Steve White "regretfully"
resigned as Technical Editor
primarily due to knee surgery
and its then anticipated repercussions.
Chuck Wood, formerly a
staff member, was approved by
the Board to rep 1a c e White.
White was then appointed to the
staff.
other staff members include
John Dichiara, HansFeige, Tom
Icard, Mel Martinez, Pat
McGinty, Jim Reed, Molly
Tasker and Jim Whisenand.
Ed Mcginty, Mary Clark and
Wayne Hogan formed the core
from which the present Board
and staff grew. Vickers credits
them with "keeping the idea of
a Law Review alive."
Ed Mcginty still remains

active on the Law Review.
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STILL UNLANDSCAPED, THE Law School finds cars parked in the
Strangest places. (Photo by Doug Chanco.)

